Classic English
craftsmanship
with a twist

Rebecca Scott’s clean,
elegant furniture designs
draw on over two decades
of experience designing and
making hand crafted
furniture in England.
Their approach combines
fine English craftsmanship
with an eclectic range of
traditional and contemporary
materials and finishes.
Designed by Scott
Glazebrook, every piece
of furniture is handmade
to order to the very
highest standard.
Our bespoke furniture,
upholstery and joinery
service means we can create
individual pieces to a
specific requirement.
We work in a variety of
materials including, solid
timbers, specialist veneers,
metal, leather, glass and
carbon fibre. We offer a
range of finishes including
natural wood stains, metal
leafing and antiquing,
polished and matt lacquers.

The Rebecca Scott
showroom in London
displays selected pieces of
our furniture alongside the
complimentary products of
two exceptional brands that
we have been working with
for nearly 20 years.
Fine Art Handcrafted
Lighting, creators
of distinctive, decorative
lighting and Tribu, makers of
luxury outdoor furniture.
Pictured right:
The Westow desk. Polished
stainless steel, stained timber
and lacquered carbon fiber
combine to echo the style
and glamour of the golden
age of motor racing.
Click me to view the
Westow Collection

Diamond sideboard
Drawn from nature,
sculpted for modern
living.
Materials, finishes
and shapes merge
harmoniously in this
timeless furniture piece.
A flat, polished,
quartz stone top with
chamfered edge is set
against the raised
texture of the pressed
timber veneer body.
Antique bronze
patination on the metal
base compliments the
cool tones of the pressed
veneer and the dark
stained oak frame.
Click me to view the
Diamond Collection.

Courtyard Lounge
Chair
Designed by Scott
Glazebrook for Rebecca
Scott. This classic
lounge chair is
masculine in form, its
generous proportions
taking into
consideration both
aesthetics and comfort.
Made in England using
a combination of
traditional and
contemporary
upholstery techniques.
Enduring features
include a sprung seat
and back, self piping
and single button detail.
Click me to view the
Courtyard Collection.

Ellipse chest
of drawers
A classic chest of
drawers is given a
modern twist using
different materials and
finishes to add texture
and detail.
Floating, wafer thin
antique bronze handles
are seamlessly inlaid into
the drawer tops.
Embossed faux
shagreen leather is
inserted into drawer
facings framed with an
almyra stained timber.
A finish developed by
our team to enhance
the natural grain of
the wood.
Click me to view the
Ellipse Collection

Custom & Bespoke
With over two decades
of experience making
hand crafted furniture
in England, our skilled
team has a wealth of
expertise to draw upon.
Every piece of Rebecca
Scott furniture is hand
made to order in our
English workshops
giving us the flexibility
to change dimensions,
materials, finishes
and design details.
Our bespoke furniture,
upholstery and joinery
service means we can
create individual
pieces to a specific
requirement.
Pictured above right:
Bespoke modular sofa
for Princess Yachts
40M-Class.
Pictured left:
Bespoke dressing room
joinery detail.

Harome console
table
Taking inspiration
from the 1950’s
designs by Jacques
Adnet for French
design house
Hermes. The
Harome Console is
one of Scott’s most
recognisable and
distinctive designs.
A circular pedestal
balances on a
bevelled timber base
inlaid with a brushed
steel band. Embossed
leather is set into
the console top and
framed with grey ash
stained timber.
Click me to view the
Harome Collection

The Paris Collection
One of our original and
enduring collections.
Inspired by a visit to
Porte de Clignancourt &
the flea markets of
Saint-Ouen this
collection combines
simple modernist style
with fine craftsmanship.
Rich materials and
finishes including
makassar ebony veneer
and brushed stainless
steel add the details
and decoration.
Pictured left: The Paris
Console table.
A sleek and simple
silhouette, the shiny flat
stainless steel is
contrasted beautifully
against the natural timber
grain emphasised by the
ebony stain.
Click me to view the
Paris Collection

The Cylin Collection
Cylin, named because
of its use of cylindrical
shapes, combines closed
plane curves with parallel
lines. Constructed in a
range of hardwoods and
veneers it can be finished
in an infinitely variable
choice of colours.
Pictured left and right:
A signature piece from
the Cylin Collection.
The proportions and
design mean this arm
chair is both elegant and
comfortable. The
sculpted legs, sprung seat
and contrast piping add
timeless details.
Click me to view the
Cylin Collection

The Sabrina Collection
Capturing the
contemporary yet
elegant style
synonymous with the
Rebecca Scott brand.
This desirable
and luxurious collection
combines an eclectic
range of materials
including hand polished
stainless steel, polished
lacquer surfaces, antique
mirror glass and
silver leafing..
Shown left and right:
Sabrina desk
Click me to view the
Sabrina Collection

Brands we
love

Brands we love
In addition to our own
furniture collections
we are also the
acknowledged face of
two recognised brands.
Fine Art Handcrafted
Lighting, creator of
distinctive decorative
lighting and Tribu,
maker of luxury outdoor
furniture. The perfect
compliment to our own
furniture collections we
have nearly 20 years
experience working
alongside and
representing these
brands in England.
Shown left and right:
The Tosca collection by
Tribu, is simultaneously
warm and inviting,
stylish and intriguing.
Designed by Monica
Armani, the rounded
forms, tapered legs and
extra wide braided
upholstery add a
feminine touch to this
weather resistant and
comfortable outdoor
collection.
Click me to view the
Tosca Collection

Tribu
The Art of Leisure
Creators of exclusive,
timeless outdoor
furniture and one
of the first outdoor
furniture companies
to recognise the patio
and the garden as an
extension of the house.
Celebrating 50 years in
the industry. Tribu’s
outdoor collections offer
a discreet luxury that is
expressed in detailed
finishing and simple
refined design.
Modern but comfortable,
every piece is available
in a carefully selected
range of discreet exterior
finishes and outdoor
fabrics.
Show left and right:
CTR, Nomad and Natal
Alu Collections.
Click me to view the
CTR Collection

Branch Collection
Inspired by trees.
The Branch collection
is fluid and organic,
blending perfectly with
the natural environment.
Behind the airy, casual
appearance lies a
sophisticated
design using well
thought-out materials.
A die-cast aluminium
frame is combined with
an extremely comfortable
polypropylene seat
and back rest.
Show left and right:
Branch Collection side
chair, Bistro table and
Deck chair.
Click me to view the
Branch Collection

Fine Art Handcrafted
Lighting
Original lighting designs
handcrafted in America &
specified worldwide since
1940.
Fine Art Handcrafted
Lighting bring together
creative designers, artisans
and craftsmen to produce
innovative lighting
designs.
Pictured right and left:
The Natural Inspirations
collection of exquisite
drop lights and sconces
offer endless possibilities
and configurations. Born
from the core elements of
the earth, each piece is
unique, handcrafted by
the master glass makers at
Fine Art Handcrafted
Lighting.

Click me to view the
Natural
Inspirations
Collection

Delphi Collection
All Fine Art Handcrafted
Lighting is handmade to
order in
a range of materials,
including glass and metal.
Each piece is exquisitely
hand finished in a process
that involves many steps
and applications. Design
modifications, finishes
and shade changes are all
offered via their
customisation
programme.
Pictured left: The Delphi
Collection, a clean,
timeless collection of
wall and ceiling lights.
Hand formed glass made
by the master glass
makers at Fine Art
Handcrafted Lighting is
set within a metal
silhouette and finished in
hand applied gold leaf.
Click me to view the
Delphi Collection

Cienfuegos Collection
Traditional fretwork
designs blend with simple
metal work details.
Executed by the skilled
metal artisans at Fine Art
Handcrafted Lighting.

Each wall and ceiling
light is finished in a
choice of antique bronze,
soft gold, and weathered
greige patina.
Click me to view the
Cienfuegos Collection
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